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The Role of CD5 in CD4+ T cell Metabolism
Joshua Bennett, Kiara Whitley, Dr. Claudia Freitas, Christopher Haynie, Carlos Moreno, Scott Weber
Microbiology and Molecular Biology, Brigham Young University, Utah

Abstract

Results

T cells serve a key role in the immunological response in the adaptive
system. Different receptors present on the T cell have certain roles and
are able to either inhibit or stimulate signaling which consequently
regulates the function and metabolism of the cell. CD5 is an inhibitory
co-receptor expressed on the surface of T cells known to regulate
thymocyte selection and TCR signaling. Our goal is to better
understand the effects of CD5 regulation in metabolism. Using
metabolic flux assays, we found that CD5KO naïve T cells have
increased glycolysis and mitochondrial respiration in comparison to
wild type naïve T cells. Using GC-MS, significant differences in
amino acid levels in both the T cells and the serum of CD5WT and
CD5KO mice were identified. Understanding the metabolism of CD5
regulation could elevate our knowledge of immunotherapies and
adaptive immune responses in treating diseases like cancer.

Hypothesis
The removal of the inhibitory surface proteins CD5 will increase T
cell metabolism.

Background
Helper T cells (CD4+ T cells) are a crucial part of any
immunological response . They facilitate killer T cell and B cell
requirement and enhance their attack against cancerous or foreign
cells. They also recognize potential foreign antigen peptides
presented by Antigen Presenting cells and can mount a specific
response for that peptide.

Figure 3: Based on the RNA seq data, upregulated intermediates and
enzymes were identified in Glycolysis and the TCA cycle. The red and
black arrows indicate upregulated enzymes and intermediates respectively.
Figure 1: Shown above is the changes in T cell metabolite concentrations between CD5WT and
CD5KO mice. The heat map and graph both show that the metabolites fold changes varied greatly,
specifically metabolites known as intermediates in glycolysis, oxidative respiration, and protein coding.

T cells from spleens from CD5WT C57BL/6 and CD5KO C57/BL/6
mice were harvest and isolated for the following tests.
• GC-MS
• Agilent Seahorse XFp Metabolism Assay
• RNA Seq
• Quantitative PCR

During an immune response to a foreign cell, a Helper T cell will
change from mitochondrial respiration to glycolysis. Although this
produces significantly less ATP, it allows for the production of key
intermediates that can be used in other T cell functions.

Conclusion
1. Removal of CD5 is linked with decreases serum amino acid levels
in CD5KO mice
2. CD5KO CD4+ T cells are linked with elevated levels of many
metabolites
3. RNA-Seq identified several metabolic genes that are linked with
upregulation in CD5KO CD4+ T cells
4. Metabolomic and transcriptomic pathway analysis revealed that
CD5 may regulate specific metabolic pathways
5. Quantitative PCR validates that CD5 removal is linked with
upregulation of transcription of metabolic genes
6. CD5KO T cells have different metabolic profiles compared to
CD5WT T cells

The Helper T cell will undergo changes upon stimulation. In order for
a successful response, The T cell needs multiple signals. The T cell
Receptor (TCR) from the T cell binds with the MHC from the
Antigen Presenting Cell (APC). Along with that primary signal, a
secondary signal is required. This secondary signal can be
costimulatory or inhibitory. Inhibitory signals like PD1 have been
known to alter the metabolism, so it is conceivable that CD5 might
have a similar response.
PD1 and PD1L have been used as checkpoint inhibitors in anticancer
drugs. Because they inhibit cellular death, blocking them allows the
body to ignore the cancer signals to avoid death. This overriding of
the immunological response has significant results. Before using CD5
in immunotherapies, we need to understand the effects that CD5
removal will have on the cell.

Materials and Methods

Future Directions
-Perform Fuel Flex Test on CD4+ T cells
-Test the effect that CD5 removal will have on
▪ Naïve T cells
▪ Activated CD5KO T cells
Figure 2: Key genes in Glycolysis, Fatty Acid Oxidation, and Amino
Acid Metabolism were identified regulated by CD5 . Some key genes like
Enolb and Echdc2 had a high positive fold change. We were also able to
identify genes that were downregulated in CD5KO mice.

Figure 4: The upregulated enzymes correlate to specific genes in
Glycolysis, TCA Cycle, and other Metabolite Transporters. High fold
changes in the RNA Seq correlated to high fold changes in the Quantitative
PCR. The graphs above are the KO difference compared to the baseline of
WT mice. Overall, we can see an upregulation of certain which indicates
CD5 has a large effect on CD4+ T cells.
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